Class Evaluation Form-Career Development—Spring 2013
Please circle the appropriate answer.

1. The overall value of the class was:

   Average: 4.585

2. The Mock Interview Project was:

   Average: 4.15
   Why? ____________________________________________

   1. Good Experience
   2. Gives us good practice for real interviews for the career we choose to pursue after graduation
   3. Going to be a great experience
   4. Rather do quick interview with teacher
   5. I feel this idea is good if everyone had the same major, but “interviewing” for a position I’m not interested in is bothersome
   6. I got to experience what a job interview would be like
   7. Good project but not relevant to my career goals. However great experience!
   8. We get a good time to practice in an actual interview setting.
   9. It prepped me for real life interviews
   10. Did you like having your laptop in class and would you permit them if this were your class?  
       ____Yes     ____No

   2-no 15-yes
   Why?
   1. Yes, maybe it was a distraction.
   2. Able to follow along with instructor
   3. I didn’t bring my laptop
   4. It’s helpful and beneficial for classroom purposes
   5. Able to follow along on computer while Mr. Endicott was going over information
   6. It is easier to follow along with the powerpoint as we go over them
   7. It’s a distraction
   8. They make it easier to follow along
   9. Not having to write down notes seemed easier than having everything already typed up.
   10. I could see the projector so it was nice to follow along on my own
   11. It was helpful to physically be able to get to the websites we were talking about
   12. I wouldn’t permit them b/c it’s too much of a temptation not to focus
   13. Great note taking source and easy to find slides and follow along
   14. I didn’t need one, it was a distraction to others
   15. Gives students a way to follow the class flow better

4. Did you use your laptop for activities other than class?
   7-Yes  11-No
Why?______

1. That would be rude
2. Email
3. Rude
4. Because I have all the stuff that I need for work purposes
5. When going over things I’ve already learned about
6. Reviewing looking for jobs
7. I was bored and got distracted
8. I only did class assignments
9. I would tend to get ahead of the activities from class and work on the next assignment
10. Sometimes I already knew the information
11. Honestly, the internet access is terrible and I rather learn how to get a job than wait for facebook to load

5. Do you think students should be permitted to text in class?
   
   _5__Yes   _13__No

   1. That’s rude, you are in class to learn
   2. Distracting
   3. Its distracting – unless it’s an emergency
   4. Would get out of hand, would pay zero attention
   5. Distracting and rude to professor
   6. Its distracting to the students
   7. We are grown adults, if we want to text and waste our college tuition, so be it.
   8. I think it’s their decision to either pay attention or text; it’s possible to do both
   9. Distraction
   10. Its rude
   11. Because times that we got out of class were different so had to contact rides/dinner times/ as long as people aren’t on it all the time.
   12. Its rude
   13. Its distracting
   14. Distracting
   15. Only if they are getting their work done

5. Did you text in class?
   
   _12__Yes   _6__No

   Why?
   1. Emergency reasons
   2. I don’t know.
   3. It was necessary text for my mom – an emergency text
   4. Occasionally – work related issues mostly
   5. I was able to follow along, still have an A in the class and got everything done on time
   6. I turn my phone off before class
   7. To set up rides
   8. No need
   9. Only when needed – not to “chat”, still not okay so I’m sorry!
   10. Habit? Making dinner plans for afterwards
6. If you were the teacher and you decided students could not use cell phones, how would you control the use of them?

1. Put them on the table and if you see them move tell them to leave
2. If you see them used you keep them until the end of class
3. Place in a basket at the beginning of class
4. Tell students not to take them out, no exceptions unless emergency/educational use
5. Tell them points will be deducted every time its seen
6. Basket up front of the room
7. Just ask them to leave it in their bags, we are adults!
8. Ask them to leave it in your office or have them leave it at home
9. Subtract points when spotting someone who uses it
10. Simply tell them to please not use them
11. Collect them if see in use and return at end of class or have student leave
12. Ask them to at least be obvious so I know they are not paying attention
13. IF you see them call them out
14. Tell them they would lose points if you saw them texting
15. Take off points for using cell phone
16. Just make sure they have them turned off and put them away
17. Have a separate table with note cards with students names; they leave it there and that’s how you take attendance and keep it away from students
18. Make them sing if caught

7. The evaluations used in this class to determine grades were:

Average: 4.05

How could the assignments be improved?

1. Not at all- I like them
2. Online assignments
3. Do more assignments in class
4. Less out of class assignments
5. They were fine
6. Fair and to the point

8. Do you feel there should be more/less speakers?
   ___10___More Speakers   ___1___Less Speakers   ___7___Correct amount

Why? __

1. It’s helpful and resourceful to have speakers
2. Speakers give us a good picture of real-world jobs
3. Speakers were N/A to all majors
4. I am a psych major and we did not have any speakers from the field I am interested in
5. More that are relevant to our majors
6. It’s nice to hear from more employers
7. Diversity needed
8. A better variety for all majors
9. We didn’t have too many speakers and they didn’t pertain to my major
10. Less speakers – Endicott knows best!
9. Would you prefer a more structured evaluation process and have quizzes weekly?  
   1___Yes   17___No  

10. Do you feel the absentee policy was fair?  
    18___Yes   0___No  

    If no what would be better?  

   1. Should be more flexible with emergencies